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In the above document,  B.C Hydro makes various statements that further me to 
question how  B.C hydro staff are hired. 
 
There is a statement that the non rf, enabled,  smart meter,  is going to 
communicate by non wireless means. 
 
That meter  is going to use, IR wireless data transmission. 
 
 
No differeent then the ,  RF signal sent by a smart meter,  both are electo 
magnetic , both are digital signals. 
 
Not much difference. 
 
In fact ,  the  RADIO is a transmiter if electo magnetic radiation, , and both  
versions of smart meter still have,  the  IR transmitter turned on 
so its also a transmiter of  electro magnetic radiation. 
 
The differnece only being the frequency  used,  for transmitting data. 
 
 
 
 
"The requirement for handheld units is common to  1 both the radio-off and 
legacy 
2 meter options, and costs have been allocated accordingly." 
 
Actually the  hand held units for data, and meter programing are for use with 
only 
smart meters. 
 
And since these devices can an will be used in programing and testing all smart 
meters 
in the entire program. 
 
Is only correct that those fees costs be  include in the  entire smart meter rollout. 
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"3.4.1.4 Additional Check Meters – Theft Detection 
6 Since theft detection relies on electricity balance analysis using interval data 
7 collected by smart meters and radio-off meters (in conjunction with event 
alarms and 
8 energy profiles), legacy meters remaining in the field will reduce the accuracy 
of the 
9 electricity balance analysis to estimate the areas where theft is occurring. As a 
10 consequence, additional efforts are required to mitigate the impact to theft 
detection 
11 benefits. BC Hydro believes that the most cost effective mitigation approach 
is the 
12 deployment of additional field investigation teams. As part of the theft 
detection 
13 solution, these teams place temporary meters (check meters) near premises 
where 
14 theft is suspected to monitor electricity consumption. These check meters are 
15 $2,000 per unit, and it is anticipated that an additional 200 to 500 units will be 
16 required (corresponding to 2,500 to 10,000 customers choosing the legacy 
meter 
17 option, respectively). Assuming 5,000 customers choose the legacy meter 
option, it 
18 is estimated that 300 additional check meters will be required, for a total 
capital cost 
19 of $0.6 million." 
 
 
In correct assumptions of logic used here demonstrates why  B.C hydro needs 
help. 
 
The energy smart meter grid,  using smart meters,  fails to ifentify the power 
used by smart meters 
there for the error in measurement stated,  for all 10,000 non smart meters 
Is infact less then the error caused by smart meters them selves in their non 
reported power used. 
Or even the error in calcuations for perdicted power use by all smart meters 
when in service. 
 
As smart meters age the error in the amount of power they consume, will be 
added to the amount 
of power stolen ,  from B.C hydros systems. 
 
But that is an example of how one has a bias in thinking. 



 
Basically the error  in meter loss program , stated above,  is fully , includable in 
the smart 
meter cost roll out. 
 
 
"9 3.7 Conclusion 
10 BC Hydro considers the proposed charges for customers selecting either a 
radio-off 
11 meter or a legacy meter are appropriate for the anticipated initial level of 
12 participation in the option. Proposed charges have been developed so that the 
13 incremental costs related to the Meter Choices Program are expected to be 
14 recovered from those customers choosing the option and not from other BC 
Hydro 
15 ratepayers. 
16 BC Hydro believes the charges proposed in this application are reasonable and 
17 consistent with the requirements of Direction No. 4." 
 
 
In correct as stated above, this   B.C hydro includes cost that are direct  or 
indirectly 
related to its Smart meter roll out as,  costs only a few customers. 
 
All of this was needless,  if B.C Hydro had implemented a correct understanding 
of what would work for a Smart Meter systems design in its initial planing stages. 
 
It could have saved billions of dollars and actually created a smarter smart meter 
system. 
 
Who ever designed this system, needs serous help,  I cant even being to predict 
the future 
costs of the  B.C Hydro smart grid. 
 
Its atemps to roll costs of a failed program into costs for a few is an example of  
a failed design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




